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“FREEDOM” THROUGH THE LENS OF (AFRIKAN) FEMINISM:
ARE WE UNKNOWINGLY WATERING A POISONOUS TREE?
BY REBAONE TSATSINYANE
The month of April has been dubbed
“Freedom month” in Azania. Reason being
that 27 years ago, in the year 1994, native
Black Azanians were finally afforded the
opportunity to participate and cast their
vote in the first ever democratic elections
of Azania. Celebrations and ululations
echoed throughout the country, past our
borders, spilled into the continent, and
even went as far as the AmeriKKKas and
Europe.

Change was finally about to come, and
the Black child would no longer be
subjected to a hatred so deep, that it
compelled the oppressor to rape, torture
and kill them. Twenty-seven years ago, the
Black child dreamt of a life filled with
opportunity and equality; economic
inclusion; the prospect of a better life.
These are the promises that were made by
a government that is supposedly “for the
people, by the people”. Reality looks a lot
different than this though.

Instead of ownership to land that is ours

Feminism primarily aims to deal away with

to begin with; instead of jobs; instead of

issues such as these ones. Unfortunately,

access to the most basic human rights –

because human beings tend to have an

education; food; water; sanitation, we are

unfailing ability to destroy beautiful things,

given political hounds to idolise, and

the very idea of what Feminism is, has been

essentially follow to the death. We are

greatly distorted.

made promises to do better, to be better
for the masses. But it never happens. What

Contemporary Feminism, especially in the

does happen, is the growth of dialogues

Afrikan context, is largely a mimicking of

surrounding theories and movements such

what Feminism ideals are portrayed as in

as Feminism. Which often begin as

the AmeriKKKas. Today, Feminism means

genuine efforts to emancipate women

having the right to openly and explicitly

globally, but now serve as distractions

discuss sacred acts such as sex, and even

from what Afrika and her people really

go as far as normalising sexual prostitution

need.

in exchange for material wealth. It means
walking around practically half-naked, and

In laymen’s term, Feminism is a movement

shunning and disrespecting the Afrikan

that believes in the political, social and

men who speak out against these acts.

economic equality of the sexes. It
advocates for the recognition of women in

I acknowledge and admit that patriarchy

all spaces that they occupy – work, home,

and toxic Masculinity are very ripe in our

social groupings, you name it; and for

societies, but how is toxic Feminism any

them to be treated fairly and not

better? Contemporary Feminism means

discriminated against on the basis of sex.

wanting men to provide for us, but not

Which makes perfect sense because in all

wanting to do the same for them. We want

honesty, women are constantly on the

access to bank cards and lavish lifestyles,

receiving end of social injustices such as

and we want to do and have it all without

gender-based violence, unfair treatment

committing, without working for these

in the workplace, and being targets of vile

benefits. The normalisation of having

men who see women as nothing else but

multiple partners who cater for our every

objects to satisfy themselves with.

need has become so “normal”, that
monogamy is now considered almost taboo.

"Feminism is a movement
that believes in the
political, social and
economic equality of all
sexes."

Note that Western Feminism and Afrikan

Each specie has been placed on this earth

Feminism are not the same thing. They

for a reason that is unique to them.

both cater for the emancipation of

Afrikan Feminism understands that as a

women, but the type of women it caters

woman, our bodies are not to be used and

for is entirely dependent on geography,

abused by countless men in exchange for

race and class. Afrikan Feminism has

wealth, but are instead to be respected

always existed. It just wasn’t called

and protected. Afrikan Feminism speaks

“Feminism”. Our Feminism speaks to

against cultural practices such as how a

more than just political, social and

man can choose to not be circumcised,

economic equality. Our Feminism speaks

but a woman can’t do the same with

on issues related to Afrikan culture,

female genital cutting. The decision is

patriarchy, misogyny, marginalisation,

made on her behalf. A lot of the time by

particularly in our communities, homes

elderly women, who unfortunately

and church structures. A white woman’s

sometimes play gatekeeper and guardians

thoughts on Feminism cannot be the

of patriarchy.

same as a Black woman’s thoughts on
Feminism. Their issues are different to

Some Afrikan cultures condone the

our own. Afrikan women themselves

beating up and raping of women on the

differ in opinion on what Feminism

grounds that “men will be men”, and in

means.

the case of married couples, it is assumed
that a married woman can’t be raped and

A poet by the name of Koleka Putuma,

violated by her husband. Afrikan churches

says “My grandma’s Feminism doesn’t

continue to also be an example of why

sound like mine. I say patriarchy. She

Afrikan Feminism is necessary: a lot of

says: ‘Fok! Amadoda…Mxm!’ It’s all the

the time, the church is set up in a way

same thing really. Different era.” Afrikan

that only allows women to “rank up” if

Feminist ideals in pre-colonial, colonial

they’re the wives of a man who is himself

and post-colonial eras are different too.

being ranked up. A Black, female

What they do have in common though, is

congregant can’t be Mma Moruti without

being fed up with being treated like

being married to Rre Moruti. The same

second-class citizens, and being

applies for a lot of the other positions in

dominated by men. Women play an

the church structure.

overwhelmingly powerful role in shaping
society, and they deserve to be treated as

What we fail to understand is that the

such. Western Feminism demands equal

distorting of Afrikan Feminism into an

treatment, but Afrikan Feminism

AmeriKKKan-type of Feminism, is

understands that men and women are not

intentional.

the same. Neither is greater than the
other.

The notion that Afrikan culture is

And somehow, we don’t see our

oppressive, and Liberalism is

greatness. We change how we look, how

emancipating, is all part of an agenda that

we talk, how we dress (or the lack

seeks to not only normalise the

thereof). We even carry ourselves the way

degradation of Black women, but also

that they do. Not realising that we’re

paralyse the Black community and the

aiding the distortion of what an Afrikan

Black family structure. Encouraging

woman, an Afrikan Feminist should be.

women to be anti-men is a lot like
sterilizing an entire population. In this

Taking all of this into consideration, we

instance, Black family structures are

then have to ask ourselves: Are we really

being dismantled and uprooted. It is all in

free? Or have we just decorated slavery to

an effort to completely wipe off the Black

make it look more aesthetic and

race. Colonisation is still very much alive

acceptable? We’ve managed to remove

and well. The “divide and conquer”

the white-supremacist apartheid colonial

philosophy has mutated. It doesn’t rob us

government that once tormented our

of our land and our clan names and our

people, but we’ve also replaced it with a

spirituality anymore. But rather works to

culture that doesn’t appreciate our

systematically drive a wedge between

beauty in its natural form, and enslaves

Black men and women to see who

us to Western ideals that our very

destroys who first.

ancestors fought to break free from.
In order to turn the tide, Afrika and her

The spread of Western Feminism

people (both men and women alike) need

amongst Black, Afrikan women, serves to

to stand in solidarity against Western

enslave us with beliefs that make it okay

culture and norms that have been

to demonise Black, Afrikan men. It makes

subliminally engineered to destroy the

it okay for us to disassociate and sever

Black race. Afrikan men and women need

ties with our Afrikan roots. It even makes

to go back to their roots. Instead of trying

it okay for us to hate ourselves and how

to solve Afrikan problems using

we look: skin bleaching, the buying of hair

AmeriKKKan solutions, we need to

extensions. We’re taught to wear hair that

understand that nothing the white man

looks nothing like our own. Not realising

does for us, is for our own benefit. It

that, like strong-rooted trees, our hair

might look like that on the surface, but in

grows up, while theirs grows down, just

reality it’s not. The second they landed on

like a wilting flower does. And somehow,

our shores with their desire to “civilise”

we conform to these norms.

our ancestors, that’s when the plan was
set in motion.

"Encouraging women to be
anti-men is a lot like
sterilizing an entire
population."

We need to have better relationships,
first with ourselves, and then with each
other. Instead of working to decolonize
ourselves, we should instead work to reAfrikanize ourselves. This means
engaging in healthy dialogues that don’t
aim to harm, but rather heal; and not
destroy, but rather build. Assess Afrikan
issues using Afrikan philosophy. That’s
where our renaissance, our freedom, lies.
Lesedi; kganya

Rebaone Tsatsinyane

"...like strong-rooted trees,
our hair grows up, while
theirs grows down, just like
a wilting flower does."

